July 9, 2014
July Assembly Meeting
Jadwin Hall 102
5:54 pm
The meeting is called to order at 5:54 pm.
Associate Dean for Student Life Lisa Schreyer presents “Not Anymore” to Assembly:
● New Federal Regulations (VAWA and SaVE) require college campuses to provide
education and training to all students about college resources and regulations pertaining
to sexual assault and harassment.
○ Secretary’s note: VAWA is the Violence Against Women Act. SaVE is the
Campus Sexual Violence Elimination Act.
● “Not Anymore” is one of the only online trainings currently available with content
appropriate to graduate students.
● In the past, Princeton undergraduates used a training called “Unless There’s Consent.”
This year, their training will also be called “Not Anymore”, but only some of the content is
the same for graduate students and undergrads.
● The vendor for “Not Anymore” is open to making changes to the training in the future. So
the Graduate School would like to solicit our opinions on how the training could be
improved. The Graduate School would also like for the GSG to endorse “Not Anymore.”
● The program consists of 19 modules. Primary modules define what a topic is and gives
examples; secondary modules are more interactive (ie. roleplay).
● Assembly watches two modules: Consent/Sexual Assault Module (primary) and Sexual
Harassment (secondary)
Questions and Sugestions from Assembly:
● Does the introduction to the training make it clear that it’s for graduate students
specifically? If the modules seem specific to undergrads, students might think, “Why do I
have to watch this?”
○ Lisa: Yes, the introduction makes this clear
○ Rachael Barry (Treasurer): The introduction also highlights that the vendor has
tried to use actors with a wide range of different ages.
● Mike Campanell (PPL rep): How many of the modules have graduate studentspecific
content?
○ Lisa: Most modules have a graduate example
● Shree Tannetti (MOL): Will this be shown at orientation?
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Lisa: Students will receive a link to take the training after orientation. In the first
year, a link will be sent to all graduate students. Students will also receive an
email from the Dean of the Graduate School. The training will be available for two
weeks and students will be able to watch it in pieces. There will be pre and
posttests to prove that students have watched the training. The vendor can track
by NetID whether a given student has watched the training videos or not.
Andrew Edwards (HIS rep): Will the training be required?
○ Lisa: So far, we are not planning to make the training mandatory. It’s also not
mandatory for the undergraduates. SHARE feels that people will engage with the
material better if they’re not required to complete the training.
What percentage of undergraduates complete the training?
○ Lisa: 95% participated last year. However, the undergraduates are sent the
training at a different time  before they arrive on campus.
How long will the training take?
○ Lisa: 1 hour and 45 minutes, if you watch every module. You can watch them in
pieces though.
Sean Edington (President): An hour and 45 minutes is a long time. I suggest that you
keep the introduction brief. Can we prioritize content that’s most important to graduate
students? Hopefully this will get people interested. Also, almost all of the examples we
saw were of sexual harassment of women by men. Are there any examples of sexual
harassment of men by women?
○ Lisa: yes, in the stalking or unhealthy relationship module
Sean Edington (President): We saw a module where a guy stands up against sexual
harassment. What usually actually happens is that someone says “that wasn’t cool”, and
then the guy who made the original comment says “what’s the matter with you, that was
funny.” And then the other guys who are there back him (the harasser) up. I think this
module would be more effective if it more accurately portrayed the resistance
encountered by individuals who stand up against sexual harassment and offered
strategies for overcoming it.
Mike Campanell (PPL rep): It seems as though this whole training is about sexual
violence and rape. Graduate students won’t want to look at this. Sexual harassment
videos will be more interesting to them. The better wording would be “inappropriate
workplace behavior”.
Andrew Edwards (HIS rep): The training should include Princeton’s specific policies on
sexual harassment and assault.
○ This has been already incorporated into the undergrad training.
Simon LeBlanc (PACM rep): The training could be shown as a movie. There could be a
trailer to get students interested in watching it. This would encourage me to watch a long
video.
Another student: To engage students in moral conversations, I’ve found that it often
works well to have examples or stories with no conclusion  instead of simply being told
what is right or wrong. For instance, when graduate students get into relationships and
break up, relationships to professors can become awkward and it can affect other
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relationships. We should think about this kind of problem even though there may be no
sexual harassment.
Can the Not Anymore link be shared with Assembly?
○ Lisa: Yes, we can share the link and password
Another student: It would be a good idea to hold public screenings of the training and
show it in a lecture hall.
Simon LeBlanc (PACM rep): The scientific conduct courses could be combined into a
bigger course on what it is to be a graduate student, which could include watching this
training.
Alternatively, this training could perhaps be incorporated into TA training.
Andrew Edwards (HIS rep): Are there faculty experts on this subject area? Have they
been involved?
○ Lisa: I’m not sure. I’ve been working with the SHARE coordinator and the Title IX
coordinator.
Can students share the “Not Anymore” training with friends outside the University?
○ No; the video is not public. You’ll either have a password or log in using your NetID
and password.

Students with comments or suggestions should contact Lisa Schreyer at
schreyer@princeton.edu
GSGSponsored Department Social Hours:
● The GSG would like to start sponsoring department social hours. We’d like to start with a
pilot program, beginning with departments that already have a social hour. This would be
an opportunity for GSG Assembly and Exec members to engage with graduate students.
CHM, PSY and MAE already have a social hour and MOL has smaller social hours.
● If the pilot is popular, we could start to sponsor events for departments that don’t have
social hours.
● Simon LeBlanc (PACM rep): I don’t think applied math has a social hour
● Sean Edington (President): Do you think it would be a good idea to provide funding to
official social hours and expand them to include other departments?
○ Lisa Yates (CHM): People might like this  students from many departments
came to the Chem department World Cup viewings.
● Shree Tanneti (MOL): Why not just pick a common area and have a social hour for all
grads?
○ We’re constrained on funding
○ EQuad Cafe could be a good location
● Simon leBlanc (PACM rep): You could have tea and cookies, bagels
○ Different departments might like us to contribute different things
Volunteers Needed
● Career Services Graduate Student Advisory Board
○ Female applicants and students from humanities departments are needed
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Time commitment: 1 meeting/month about 6090 min in length; food will be
provided
U Store Graduate Advisory Board
○ Will meet about once a month for 2 hours
○ Race DiLoreto expresses interest.
GSG Service Committee
○ We’re looking for people who could serve as the Chair and Underchair of a
Service Committee.
○ The Chair and Underchair will plan about 1 event a month for 58 volunteers.
Please let us know if you know someone who would be good in this role.
Events Board members
○ We meet every two weeks for about an hour. For the past semester we had 6
grads on the board; Olivia Martel and Lily Secora also attend. Events Board is a
great way to find out what’s going on on campus. They have about $30,000 to use
for event funding each year.

Race DiLoreto (MOL): SCORE rewrite
● Nailing down how the interface should look. Incorporates search and interactive course
planner. Secondly, they’re working on the home page. It’s currently unclear where you
should go. Now there will be obvious links to where you should go.
● Picking a name: The frontrunners are PAWS and CLAWS
● Could billing be handled under that same single login (the student bill/Sallie Mae)?
● Mike Campanell (PPL): Will SCORE be accessible at night?
○ Sean Edington (President): Not sure
Open Forum:
● Assembly members request Dean Kulkarni and Kim Jackson as Assembly guests
● Simon LeBlanc (PACM rep) requests water at Assembly meetings in addition to soda.
Simon LeBlanc (PACM rep) motions to adjourn the meeting and Alexandra Pastino (MOL rep)
seconds the motion. The meeting is adjourned.

